The texture of an extra low-carbon and high strength bake-hardening sheet steel (i.e. ELC-BH sheet) processed in our laboratory through a new invented technology has been investigated by means of ODF method, so that the cause of the very high ?--value 
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that ELC-BH sheets is one of automobile sheet steels with best combined properties in the world of today (Wang and Guan). However, because strengthening caused by adding phosphorus makes drawability be damaged so that Y-value of ELC-BH sheet is lower than that of interstitial-free steel (i.e. IF steel), this is not beneficial for widening its applying range and raising its strength level without the decrease of drawability. Based on the close relation between average plastic strain ratio (-value) and 111 annealing textures as well as the hereditability of texture development in the sheet during process, we invented a new technology in order to solve the problem (Guan) Experimental sheet produced by the new technology had even higher Y-value than that through conventional process, while its strength and 22 GUAN XIAOJUN ET AL. (110) and (200) were determined by the method of combining transmission with reflection. Then, the values of the orientation distribution function (ODFs) were calculated based on the data of pole figures. Last, the analysis results were given through tp 45 sections of ODFs, ix-and -fiber axis textures, and ODF figures drawn according as an equal concentration line on which orientation concentrations were equal to 4. The texture samples which had 15 x 15 mm size and 70 thickness were cut from cold rolled and annealed sheets respectively. Because the texture of surface in the sheet may be different to some extent from that of center, all samples were only tested within the thickness layer whose center was 1/4 sheet thickness from the surface of sheet.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The comparison between the properties of two ELC-BH sheets treated by conventional and the new technology respectively is shown as Table 2 and Figure 1 . It is clearly seen that the Y-value of the sheet obtained by the new technical method is distinctly raised, that is, its r--value increases from 1.92 of conventional process to 2.67, and increase extent is 39%. And other main properties such as strength and bake-hardenability aren't damaged. It points especially out that the Y-value gained by the new process is as high as 2.67, which if is the highest Y-value among documents published so far for phosphorus added drawing sheets. Hence, the new technology solves successfully the contradiction between deep drawability and strengthening, and supplies beneficial condition to manufacture more drawing sheets with even higher strength and better drawability. orientations.
